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RADIO SHAITAAN

THE DEVIL EXTENDING HIS TENTACLES

Lamenting the cancerous spread of the tentacles of Iblees, a Brother writes:

As Salaamu Alaikum

Please see below - Radio "Islam" has now opened in Durban. Here in Durban Al Ansaar radio
has even started to play music. It is not long before Radio "Islam" will do the same. There was a
whole entourage of Radio "Islam" people here in Durban on Friday at Masjidus Saaliheen in
Sherwood (Imaam is Moulana Ahmed Chohan). I always had deep respect for Moulana Ahmed
Chohan of Durban as he is a Senior Aalim. Now he is part of this Radio "Islam" gang as well.
The Station is being headed by Moulana Junaid Kharsany of Durban.

With the Ulama of Darul Ihsan (Darush Shaitaan – The Majlis) on the side of SANHA, with the
Jamiat KZN sunk into the gutters as explained in some of your previous articles, which Ulema
do we the people of Durban turn to? Please inform people to stay away from these Radio
Stations? Jazakallah

May Allah always keep you with Aafiyat. Was Salaam

THE DEVIL’S ADVERT

“Radio Islam Making Waves in KZN
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Faizel Patel, 2016-03-02

Radio Islam (Radio Iblees) is embarking on an extensive tour of KwaZulu-Natal to interact with
loyal listeners in the province.
(All the listeners are loyal mureeds
of Dajjaal’s agents).

Scheduled for this weekend, Ml. Sulaimaan Ravat, Ml. Junaid Kharsany, Mufti Yusuf Moosagie,
Ml. Habib Bobat, Ml Naeem Docrat, Hafez Yusuf Ravat, Hafez Shaakir Bhayat, Umm Abdillah
and Apa Zaakira Ansarmia will be hosting various programmes from the coastal cities of Durban
and Sherwood. (The whole gamut of miserable souls consists of the illegitimate progeny
of Shaitaan-in-Chief).

To kick off the tour, the Jumuah bayaan and Khutbah at Masjid Saaliheen in Sherwood will be
rendered by Mufti Yusuf Moosagie complimented by mesmerising qirat recitation after Maghrib.
(This unfortunate agent of Iblees stands in line to be kicked into Jahannam. The “kick
off” their satanic tours just as fussaaq, fujjaar, kuffaar, zaanis and zaaniyahs “kick off”
their haraam activities of sport and amusement).

Women can look forward to an inspirational ladies only workshop hosted by Umm Abdillah with
a panel of fantastic speakers including Moulana Sulaimaan Ravat offering insight on intellectual,
spiritual and psychological impediments to becoming a “Fabulous Muslimah”.
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(The ‘women’s only stupid, silly ‘workshop’ is also a zina event. The clumsy, jaahil molvi
who will be one of shaitaan’s ‘fantastic speakers’ has been cursed by his Ustaadhs. Not
so long ago, his uncle floored this miserable Iblees with an uppercut after pulling him
from behind dirt bins where he was lying low in concealment after having perpetrated
some evil shenanigans. Undoubtedly, a woman can become a fabulous shaitaanah –
female devil – by participating in the evil, zina activities of Radio Iblees).

Not to be out done, Hafiz Shaakir Bhayat will be engaging with the youth who will have a
chance to pitch their football skills in a freestyle competition with great prizes up for grabs for
the winners. (Shaitaan has thoroughly brainwashed these evil characters with their
kuffaar sport and haraam merrymaking. These miserable deviates and agents of Iblees
are the worst ghutha under the canopy of the sky according to the Hadith. They are the
breeders of fitnah – fitnah which will disgrace them here and destroy them in the
Aakhirat. They maraud and suck the blood of the Ummah. They pillage and plunder the
Imaan and Akhlaaq of youngsters, young girls and the juhala at large. Every capillary in
their bodies reek of fisq and fujoor, and their profession is pure fitnah.)

There will be a special appearance by Zainudeen “crazy legs” Patel. (The craziness which
Allah Azza Wa Jal has cast in this chap’s brains has become manifest on his legs and on
his entire body. Brains, body and soul have become deranged as a consequence of the
kufr of halaalizing fisq and fujoor. Shaitaan has urinated in his brains, hence his
craziness).

For the kiddies and even mummies and daddies, join the nazam hour team with Hafez Yusuf
Ravat on the Nazam Hour, for a fun-filled show singing along to your favourite nasheeds and
nazams. (The Voice of Iblees echoes from the throats of these evil qawwaals. They are
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promoting pure shaitaaniyat under Deeni cover. But sensible people do not fail to
discern the shaitaaniyat of these qawwaals who are the instigators of zina).

Join Radio Islam this Friday, the 4th of March - till late on Saturday for a jam-packed
educational weekend. (Yes, jam-packeed with fisq, fujoor and immorality – all perfect
introductory steps for the commission of actual zina. This Radio Iblees is also Radio
Zina. And that is what these moron, lustful molvis perpetrate in their radio studio rooms.
But Allah Ta’ala will still humiliate them. They are playing with Jahannam’s Fire by
selling their zina wares under Deeni garb).

WHAT ALLAH AND HIS RASOOL SAY:

Allah Ta’ala states repeatedly in the Qur’aan Majeed:

“The life of this world is but play and amusement Whilst the abode of the Aakhirah is
best for those who
Fear (Allah). What!
Have you no Aql (brains/intelligence).”

“..Therefore laugh little and cry much”

Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:
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“If you knew what I know (of Maut, the Qabr and Aakhirat), you would laugh little and
cry much. You would not derive
any pleasure from your wives, and you would have fled into the
wilderness wishing that you were a blade of grass......”

If a Muslim lacks sufficient knowledge or natural intelligence to understand the Shar’i basis
for the prohibition of the merrymaking and evil activities in which the shaitaani personnel of
Radio Shaitaan indulges, at least from just a cursory glance of the Qur’aanic aayaat and the
emphasis of the Sunnah, the spirit of the Deen which is the theme of the Qur’aan, can be
readily understood even by morons.

The emphasis of the Qur’aan and Sunnah – of the Deen – is on the Aakhirat, and for its
attainment all activities nugatory of this goal are haraam and to be shunned. Rasulullah
(Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “Verily, this dunya has been created for you while you have
been created for the Aakhirah.”
Merrymaking activitities, sport
amd amusement, singing and mingling and all types of haraam activities of these filthy, zina
radio stations are all inimical to the spirit of the Deen, and violently in conflict with the Shariah.

Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “What relationship do I have with the world? My
similitude is like a horse rider (on a journey through the desert). He (temporarily) rests in the
shade of a tree (in the fiercely scorching desert). Then he leaves (the shade) and issues forth
(to complete his journey).”
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We are in this dunya for a very short sojourn. It will be soon time to depart. Malakul Maut will
soon sound his Call from which there is no escape, and not a second’s delay. Then he will
violently strike the faces and the backs of the merrymakers who had forgotten the Aakhirat with
all their haraam functions of merrymaking. He will violently rip their souls with a force of
excruciating pain. The agonies of Maut are unimaginable, yet people who profess to be Muslims
and human Apes claiming to be scholars, are totally oblivious of the impending disasters ahead
of us. These mudhilleen molvis are scoundrels of the worst order, for they dupe stupid people of
the nafs to forget Allah Ta’ala and forget the Aakhirah with their haraam merrymaking concerts
organized in the name of Deen. Shaitaan has indeed adorned for them their filth and immorality.

Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam), proffering naseehat to Hadhrat Aishah (Radhiyallahu
anha) said: “O Aishah! If you intend to link up with me (in Qiyaamah), then take from this world
only such provisions which are sufficient for a horse-rider (on a journey). And, beware of the
company of the wealthy. And do not regard a garment to be old as long as you can patch (and
wear) it.”

Rasulullah’s emphasis and exhortation on cultivating aversion for the dunya and love for the
Aakhirat permeate the entire Body of the Deen. Yet, these filthy, immoral molvis are faithfully
serving Shaitaan by luring people, especially dumb and stupid women into their net of villainy,
merrymaking and nafsaaniyat with their evil, haraam functions, festivals and concerts.

There is no need for high intelligence and no need for Knowledge to understand the villainy and
evil of the show and concert which Radio Iblees has organized for extending its najis zina
tentacles in Natal. The Ulama in Natal – Jamiat KZN and Darush Shaitaan and those of the
Madaaris – have all lost the Path. Even those who understand and believe that Radio Iblees is
indeed the Devil’s appendage and trap, have become
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“Dumb Devils”
with their silence. While they see the Deen being pillaged and plundered, while they see the
stupid masses being misled by the NNB Jamiat’s evil molvis, they (the molvis of Natal) have
chosen to remain idle spectators thereby abandoning the obligation of
Amr Bil Ma’roof Nahy Anil Munkar.

The miscreant so-called Darul Ihsan has become thoroughly transformed into Darush Shaitaan.
It is the devil’s Abode. Its haraam activities bear loud testimony for its villainous objectives, all
offered to a stupid public in Allah’s Name. It is indeed a crying shame and a disgrace. These
molvis need to be cast into vats of boiling oil.

The Jamiat KZN has joined the shaitaani cavalcade of baatil. Soon will it become
indistinguishable from the filthy NNB Jamiat. It too is using the Deen for worldly pursuits and
goals, desirous of promoting for itself an image of philanthropy, hence the molvis of the Zulu
Jamiat are at home with an assortment of baatil characters of all hues, forms and shapes of
baail – with modernists, zindeeqs, Barelwi Qabar Pujaaris, fussaaq and fujjaar Cape Town
sheikhs and the Devil’s gang of agents of the NNB Jamiat of Fordsburg. The ordinary folk can
no longer look up to the Zulu Jamiat for guidance. It is a scenario of dhalaal piled on dhalaal – z
ulmat
on
zulmat
.

The concert organized by the NNB Jamiat’s mudhilleen is worse than the lahw-la’b (play and
amusement)
prohibite
d by the Qur’aan and Hadith. Every function which has women on its agenda and which lures
women out of their homes is a Zina Function. The nazams and the other shaitaani
paraphernalia are all satanically designed for the gratification of the bestial instincts of the
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participants and especially of the clowns who organize such filthy immoral concerts.

It is HARAAM to sing even religious nazams to an audience, even without the
accompaniment of music. But, soon, in due course, will music be accompanying these
devilish nazams. Shaitaan is a great Ustaadh and an adroit manipulator and expert in the
art of entrapment.

It is HARAAM for women to listen to these filthy males singing their nazams with the
professed intention of fostering eroticism. It is HARAAM for men to listen to nazams
sung by even five year old girls. It is HARAAM for men to listen to the Qiraa’t of even
young girls. All these nazams are nothing but shaitaani propaganda in the run-up to zina.
Zina has a variety of grades and steps¸ and all of this is being perpetrated by the coons,
clowns and louts of the NNB Jamiat with its Devil’s appendage – Radio Shaitaan.

Every act and every step in this haraam concert of Radio Iblees are the tentacles of Shaitaan.
His tentacles are extremely long, poisonous and their touch is fatal for Imaan and Akhlaaq.

Warning the People of Imaan against participating in these functions and concerts of Iblees,
Allah Ta’ala states in the Qur’aan Majeed:
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“And, when you see those who dive (dig, twist and distort) Our Aayaat (Ahkaam of the
Shariah), then turn away
fro
m them (Do not participate with them in their haraam)
until they engage in some other subject.
Should Shaitaan make you forget (Allah’s Law), then
after remembering (and understanding), do not sit
with people who are Zaalimeen (such as the mudhilleen
of the NNB Jamiat.......

And, leave those (evil clowns and shayaateen) who make their Deen a mockery and as a
sport (such as the haraam
co
ncert of Radio Iblees). (They are such devils) whom the
life of this world has cast into deception. (O Muhammad!)

Proffer naseeehat with this Qur’aan (to save people) from being apprehended by their
perpetrations...............
For
them will be boiling water to drink and a painful
chastisement because they used to indulge in kufr.”

May Allah Ta’ala guide this lost and fallen Ummah. May Allah Ta’ala save the ignorant
masses from the satanic tentacles of the evil molvis and sheikhs who are manipulating
women for their own despicable bestial gratification.

2 Jamadul Ukhra 1437 – 12 March 2016
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